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Abstract
In this study, an electrical immersion heater mounted on a water tank has been investigated. The
main aim was to reduce heat transfer and to utilize the maximum energy available from heater to
heat the water. To observe the effects of essential geometrical and operating parameters on the
system performance, different computational test cases were run for three different designs.
In the first case of simulation, the immersion heater of existing design mounted on a water tank
has been analyzed. The cold-water tank with inlet and outlet and given appropriate boundary
conditions was used to see the temperature contours inside the water tank and temperature of the
immersion layer itself.
In the second case, an insulation plate has been introduced in the immersion heater head in order
to reduce heat loss by considering the possible heat leakage through the gap inside the heater
head by radiation.
In the third case, an insulation ring has been introduced in the immersion heater head as a
substitute for the insulation plate which has the same aim as second case.
The results obtained from the CFD simulation shows the thermal performance of immersion
heater in a water tank for three different cases. The results are helpful in optimizing both heating
element and immersion heater by introducing different changes to optimize the design. It shows
that the redesigned immersion heater and storage tank can provide improved working conditions.
Also, at early design stages, CFD simulations could be used as an effective tool to optimize
thermal storage tank parameters, so it may add value to the storage tank and immersion heater
performance and efficiency, by optimizing the whole thermal heating system design and size.
Different materials and geometry design are tested giving the minimum heat losses from the
system and uniform temperature distribution in the water heater.
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1 Introduction
This master thesis deals with the reduction of heat loss for an immersion heater which is one of
the product of Relek Production AB. In order to reduce the heat leakage, some improvements
have to be developed in the product and this improvements has been carried out with help of the
product development process that is described in Ullman’s book “The mechanical design
process”.
1.1

Background

A client for this project required a improvement of an existing product in order to reduce the heat
loss, which is used by their different customers across Sweden. The product that would be
improved was an immersion heater, which is used to heat water and oil for various purposes.
Reason behind the improvement of immersion heater was that it has some heat loss through
different parts by the means of conduction and convection due to improper design. Due to this
heat loss, the power consumed by the product is little bit more.
1.1.1 Presentation of the client
RELEK Production AB

Figure1.1 RELEK Production AB

RELEK Production AB was founded in 1982 at Höör, Sweden. RELEK Production AB develops
and sells products to companies in Scandinavia. RELEK delivers electrical equipment for
heating with electric heaters, electric heaters or boilers heating, infrared heater, electric cassettes,
power switches, emergency power, etc. RELEK have quick delivery, experienced staff, over 30
years of experience (since 1982).
The immersion heater produced by RELEK AB is supplied to different companies across the
Scandinavian region for various applications and heating different liquids like water and oil. This
product is used in storage tanks systems and boilers.
Down below Immersion heater and its heating element are shown.
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Figure 1.3. Heating Element 2000W R50
IL=260mm IU-3R EPE-2rF stainless steel
[source: RELEK Production AB]

Figure 1.2. Electric Cartridge 2000W
0-100⁰C Electronic 2-stage EP-2rF stainless
steel
[source: RELEK Production AB]

Figure 1.4. Control box (junction box) [source:
RELEK Production AB]

1.1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of the immersion heater
Advantages
•
•
•
•

Easy to use.
Indicates temperature, active heating, and any alarms / errors.
Dry running protection, which reduces the risk of damage to the electrical cartridge element.
Smooth construction, takes up little space.

Disadvantages
•
•

More power consumption due to heat loss through the junction box.
High temperature in different points.
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1.2

Aim of the study

The purpose of the doing this project was to reduce the heat leakage from the immersion heater
in order to reduce the power consumption and for safe operating condition. This thesis is mainly
focused on the heat transfer process by the means of conduction, convection and radiation which
is a broad area under thermal science.
Important research queries to be answered are:
•
•

How should the immersion heater can be improved to minimize heat loss?
Which part of the immersion heater has more heat leakage?

1.2.1 Problem definition
The goal of this project is to analyze the current problem of the product, to generate new ideas as
the best solution for this problem and finally to evaluate these generated ideas in to a final
feasible solution which can be stated as the best solution.
1.3

Limitations

The responsibility to provide an accurate test method will be a responsibility of RELEK
Production AB, if the product goes to production. This project does not require achieving a
physical model of final result. Also it is not possible to provide the bill of materials since it is
purely based on theoretical validation process.
1.4

Study environment

The work was performed in individual, where the student executed the project to a great extent,
which followed by regular meetings with supervisor at Halmstad University. An initial meeting
with the company head was conducted in the presence of the supervisor for the introduction of
existing product, collecting the data’s related to the product and for understanding an overall idea
about the company.
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2

Method

In this chapter, different processes are described and the methodology for the project is
presented.
2.1

Alternative methods

Here are presented processes that are able to apply to the project, but for one another reason
could not be executed.
2.1.1 Quick build products
This process is used for electronic products, building and testing prototype models. Following
concept development in this process is a decomposition of the product into high, medium and
low priority features. This is followed by cycles of design, build, integrate and test activities,
starting with the highest priority items. The process stores the fast prototyping cycles result to
learn how to modify the priorities for the next cycle. Customers may also be involved after
testing a couple of cycles. When budget or many runs out, high- and medium priorities are
incorporated into the developing product, while low priorities may be hold until the next concept
generation.
This type of the of the process could not be executed due to many prototypes has to be developed
and tested, which requires a budget and a team of people that will produce and test the
prototypes.
2.1.2 Complex systems
Complex systems include many interacting subsystems and components. The concept
development phase considers the planning of the entire system, and several architectures may be
considered as finishing concepts for the overall system. Teams are assigned to develop each
component. Additional teams are given the special challenge of integrating components into the
subsystems, and these into the overall system.
Detail design of the components is a process in which many development teams work at the
same time, separately. Fine-tuning and testing phase includes component and system integration,
following with extensive testing and validation at all levels (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).
This type of the process also could not be executed due to limited financial and personnel
resources.
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2.2

Chosen methodology for this project

2.2.1 Customized products
Customized products process was chosen for the immersion heater, because the process includes
a close cooperation with the customer, which is important in this type of project. It also does not
really require a high budget and a large development team.
Customized products process is different from standard configurations and are typically
established in response to a specific customer demand. Process mainly consists of setting values
of design variables such as physical dimensions and materials. After customer ordered a new
product, company performs a structured design and development process including a defined
sequence of stages with a structured flow of information. That type of process is enlarged with
complete descriptions of the specific information-processing events, essential within each of the
phases. It may consist of many of carefully defined activities and may be vastly automated
(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).
2.2.2 Waterfall
The chosen model for the immersion heater project was a waterfall model described in Ullman's
book "The mechanical design process". The process in this methodology is divided in different
stages. In order for one stage to be initiated the previous one has to be finalized.
Advantages with this method are:
•
•
•

The customer can decide in each stage how it should be initiated, continued and finalized,
thereby it is easy to communicate and understand what customer wants.
Delivered product is tested and quality assured.
Waterfall model is relatively straightforward and easy to understand.

Disadvantages with this methodology are the following:
•
•

Waterfall model cannot handle changes. A change in the project sometimes must go
through several steps to be implemented.
Is not suitable for complex systems.

The waterfall model that was used is divide in five stages: project planning, product definition,
conceptual design, detail development and prototyping (Ullman, 2010). The model is shown in
figure 2.1.
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Figure2.1. Waterfall model

2.2.3 Project planning
For the project to succeed, work must be efficient and well organized, this requires planning of
the different stages in a product development process. To achieve this work, several tools need to
be applied, which helps to structure the work. Gantt-chart is one of the tools that is used in
project planning to create structure of the project and describe the different phases. Ganttschedule is presented in Appendix B.
2.2.4 Product definition
The goal of the product definition phase is to understand a problem and generate a foundation,
which works as a reminder to the rest of the project. It is important to understand what the
customer wants, and how customer requirements can be applied to a new product. There are
couple of methods which can be used in this stage to identify customer requirements and
translate them to quantifiable measures. Quality function deployment is one of the methods that
is usually used in this stage.
2.2.5 Conceptual design
In this stage concepts are generated and evaluated, with help from the results of the previous
stage of planning and product definition. When generating concepts, the customer requirements
are used as a basis to develop functional model of the product. The product then gets evaluated,
through comparison to the requirements developed during a product definition stage. In this
project, Pugh’s matrix will be used for evaluation. The evaluation helps in decision making on
how the project will proceed further. For generating and evaluating concepts, a method called
brainstorming and morphological matrix can be applied.
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2.2.6 Detail development
When concepts have been generated and evaluated, the wining concepts must be refined to actual
products. In this stage the final, material choices, geometry and manufacturing processes is
defined. This will be resulting in quality, manufacturing and assembly documentation.
2.2.7 Prototyping
A prototype is often defined as a physical model of a product, but solid models in CAD systems
can in many cases replace the function of physical prototypes. There are four main purposes to
build a prototype, those are: proof of concept, proof of product, proof of process and proof of
production.
•
•
•
•
2.3

Proof of concept focusing on the function, and is used to compare the product with the
customer requirements' or engineering specifications.
Proof of product is used to refine the assemblies and components of a product. Form,
manufacturing processes and materials are as important as function in this step.
Proof of process is used to check both the manufacturing process and the geometry.
Proof of production is used to ensure the function of the entire production process. The
prototype is the result of a preproduction run (Ullman, 2010).
Literature regarding product development

2.3.1 Product development process
Product development process is a system of defined steps and tasks such as organization,
strategy, concept generation, evaluation and commercialization of a new product. It is a cycle,
where a group converts ideas into commercial viable goods and services.

2.3.2 Idea generating methods
2.3.2.1

Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a method, which is used to generate ideas and product concepts. The basic idea
of brainstorming is to generate as many ideas as possible, which later can be combined and
supplemented to a better solution. It is beneficial to think wide, as sometimes strangest and
unthinkable ideas resulting useful ideas. Therefore, it is important not to judge an idea
prematurely by evaluating the idea during a brainstorming session, but instead focus on finding
different ideas. It is also important to encourage humor during the session; as even wild, funny
ideas can spark useful concepts. To succeed, it is important that all participants are heard and that
no criticism occurs (Ullman, 2010 & Österlin, 2010).
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2.3.2.2

Morphological method

Morphological method is a technique that aims to bring order to complex contexts, where many
factors interact in a complex way. That type of method can be both used formally, in projects, or
informally as a part of everyday thinking. Technique is divided in three steps. The first step lists
decomposed functions that has to be accomplished. In the second step concepts has to be found,
which can provide each function identified in the decomposition. Third step combines these
individual concepts into overall concepts that meet all the functions requirements. This technique
usually results a morphological tree or morphological matrix that can be seen in figure 3.11.
Matrix helps to visualize decomposition and yield a large number of new possibilities (Ullman,
2010).

Figure2.2. Morphological matrix

2.3.3 Design for manufacture (DFM)
Design for manufacture is a term and practice that deals with specifying the best manufacturing
process for a component in a design, and ensuring that the design of the component supports the
manufacturing process/processes that is chosen (Ullman 2010).
Sometimes a simpler part at the components level can make the system it is a part of harder to
assembly, and in some the other way around, i.e. the entire system must be considered even at
the component level of a product/machine (Evans, Lindsay 2014).
2.3.4 Design for assembly (DFA)
As design for manufacturing is concerned with the making of components, the DFA is concerned
with how these components can be put together. As most products is comprised of more than one
component, and assembling those products takes time, and this entails cost to the product, there
is a strong cause for making products that are easy to assemble, or the DFA best practice there
are 13 different points to take into consideration, those are: (Ullman, 2010).
•
•
•

Make minimum use of separate fasteners.
Do not require the base to be repositioned during the assembly.
Overall component count should be minimized.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design the product with a base component for locating other components.
Avoid components characteristics that complicate retrieval.
Make the assembly sequence efficient.
Design all components for end-to-end symmetry.
Design components for a specific type of retrieval, handling and mating.
Design all components for symmetry about their axes of insertion.
Design components that are not symmetric about their axes of insertion to be clearly
asymmetric.
Make use of chamfers, leads and compliance to facilitate insertion and alignment.
Maximize components accessibility.
Design components to mate though straight-line assembly, all from the same direction.

2.3.5 Design for reliability (DFR)
Reliability is the ability for a component or system of components to function with specified
conditions under a specified time, and the design for reliability is a design best practice who
deals with such questions. When a system does not function as specified under the specified time
period the system have failures. One way to analyse failures is through a technique called Failure
Modes Effects Analysis (Ullman 2010).
2.3.6 Design for environment (DFE)
It is very important to realize that design engineers have much responsibility over what products
are designed and how they interact with the environment over their entire lifetime. The
responsibility that goes with designing is well summarized in the Hannover Principles. These
were developed for EXPO 2000, The World’s Fair in Hannover, Germany. These principles
define the basics of Designing for Environment (DFE) or Design for the Sustainability (DFS).
DFE requires awareness of the short-term and long-term consequences of your design decisions.
2.4

Preparations and data collection

In the preparation of the thesis project, an initial meeting was conducted with the managing
director of the company RELEK Production AB in the FAB LAB at Halmstad University. The
aim of the project was discussed in detail and most of the data’s related to the product, company
and customers were collected during the meeting. Further details were collected during the
project work from the company through emails and phone calls.
2.5

Method used for theoretical validation

In this thesis project, the main method used for the theoretical validation of the generated
concepts is CFD (Computational fluid dynamics) simulation which is purely based on fluid
mechanics. The developed three-dimensional model of the product is validated using any of CFD
simulation tool like ANSYS fluent.
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3

Theory

In this chapter, relevant literature for the project has been obtained and summarized, which is
used for new improvements in the product.
3.1

Detail development

Product development process and methods by Ullman and Olsson were executed for the project.
The improvements developed in the immersion heater was done according the theories of
thermal conductivity and heat mass transfer. The new improvements was analyzed by using the
software ANSYS Fluent v17.0.2 using implicit pressure scheme. To generate CAD data for the
designs, the software Autodesk Fusion 360 was used.
3.2

CFD simulation

CFD (Computational fluid dynamics) is a branch coming under fluid mechanics that uses various
data structures and numerical analysis to solve and analyze different problems that involve
various fluid flows. Computers are involved to perform different calculations which are required
to simulate the fluid (liquids and gases) interaction with surfaces defined by boundary
conditions. With the involvement of high-speed supercomputers, good solutions can be achieved.
Ongoing research yields software that improves the speed and accuracy of complex simulation
scenarios such as turbulent or transonic flows. At the initial phase, experimental validation of
such kind of software is performed using a wind tunnel with the final validation coming in fullscale testing (Anderson, 1995).
3.2.1 Procedures of CFD simulation
Procedures followed during CFD simulation are as follows:
•

During preprocessing
➢ The geometry and physical bounds of the problem can be defined using CAD (Computer
aided design). From there, data can be suitably processed (cleaned-up) and the fluid
volume (or fluid domain) is extracted.
➢ The volume filled by the fluid is divided into small discrete cells (the mesh). The mesh
may be uniform or non-uniform, structured or unstructured, consisting of a combination
of pyramidal, tetrahedral, prismatic, hexahedral or polyhedral elements.
➢ The physical modeling is defined. (For example, the equations of fluid motion
+ enthalpy + radiation + species conservation).
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➢ Boundary conditions are defined. This involves specifying the fluid behavior and
properties at all bounding surfaces of the fluid domain. For transient problems, the initial
conditions are also defined.
•

The simulation is started and the equations are solved iteratively as a transient or steady state.

•

In the end, a postprocessor is used for the analysis and visualization of the resulting solution.

3.2.2 Benefits derived from CFD
There are three methods in study of Fluid: theory analysis, experiment and simulation (CFD). As
a new method, CFD has many advantages compared to experiments. The importance includes
following features:
•

Cost effective and cheap

•

Less time and more effective results

•

We can scale the model to our design conditions

•

Reliable and efficient measure of results

3.3

Computer aided design (CAD)

CAD is a powerful tool in product development and design. Software allows the user to sketch in
2D or 3D environment. Every detail of the product can be modeled separately, and can then be
complied into larger models in a finished product. The CAD files can then be converted into
STH files for use in the production of models and prototypes by prototyping machines or
computerized cutters.
CAD-systems are also functioning in:
Simulating the operation of the product, also because of the parametric nature of CAD systems,
small changes in dimensions and forms can be tested easily, if the potential of the software is
fully utilized.
Check the completeness of the design, when you are getting more concrete data like models and
drawings it´s easier to estimate what is left to design.
Functioning as an extension of the design engineers short term memory. The drawings support
the engineer in solving problems and storing information.
Functioning as a synthesis and prototyping tool in connecting ideas through solid models and
drawings, and thereby help in forming new concepts.
Serve as an archiving tool in documenting the geometric form of the design (Ullman, 2010).
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3.4

Heat transfer

Heat transfer is a branch of engineering science which seeks to determine the rate of energy
transfer between bodies as a result of temperature differences. The concept of rate is the basic
difference between heat transfer and thermodynamics. Thermodynamics deals with systems in
equilibrium and is concerned with the amount of heat required to change a system from one state
to another. Thermodynamics does not answer the question of “how fast” a change is
accomplished. It is the science of heat transfer that deals with this question (John Vlachopoulos
and David Strutt, 2002).
Temperature differences cause the flow of heat from a point of high temperature to a point of
low temperature. Basically there are three modes of heat transfer: conduction, convection, and
radiation.
3.4.1 Conduction
The basic microscopic mechanism of conduction is the movement of electrons and molecules. It
can occur in solids (metal and non-metal), liquids and gases. In non-metallic solids the transfer
of thermal energy is due mainly to lattice vibrations. In metallic solids we have both lattice
vibrations and random motions of free electrons. Consequently metals are more conductive when
compared to non-metals. In gases, we have mainly random motions of molecules. In liquids we
have partly random molecular motions and some sort of vibration of the liquid lattice structure
(John Vlachopoulos and David Strutt, 2002).
The heat rate equation for conduction through the wall is given by Fourier’s law:
𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = k ∙ A

T2 − T1
L

Where k is heat conduction, A area and L length of the rod (or thickness of the wall).
3.4.2 Convection
Convection is related with the movement of a mass of liquid or gas. It can be forced i.e. which is
assisted by a fan or pump, or free (also called natural convection) when the movement of a fluid
occurs due to differences in the density. If there is an electrical heating element in the corner of a
room and air is blown onto the heating element by a fan, this is known as forced convection. In
the absence of a fan the air surrounding the heating element will get hotter, its density will
reduce and an upward motion of the air will be there resulting natural circulation within the
room, as the high temperature air is replenished by colder air, which gets hot and rises again
(John Vlachopoulos and David Strutt, 2002).
The convection heat rate from the wall can be determined from Newton’s law of cooling:
𝑞̇ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = h ∙ A ∙ (T𝑠 − T∞ )
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where h is heat transfer coefficient and T∞ is surrounding temperature or ambient temperature.
There are natural convection and forced convection depending on fluid velocity around the
heating object.
3.4.3 Radiation
Radiation involves electromagnetic waves which are emitted by a hot body as a result of its high
temperature. The electromagnetic radiation has a broad spectrum from radio waves to x-rays.
Between the radio waves and x-rays, a narrow portion of the radiation spectrum is the visible
light and a broader one covers the thermal radiation. The earth is heated by sun’s radiation (John
Vlachopoulos and David Strutt, 2002).
The heat flux due to radiation given by low of black body radiation:
4 )
𝑞̇ 𝑟𝑎𝑑 = ε ∙ σ ∙ (T𝑠4 − T𝑠𝑢𝑟

where ε is emissivity and σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant and 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 is ambient temperature.
3.5

Mathematical description for fluid dynamics

The main equations of fluid dynamics are the Navier stokes equations. These equations describe
the viscous effects in the fluid flows. Navier stokes equations are the mass conservation,
momentum and energy conservation equations.
3.5.1 Mass conservation
The principle used is the total mass into the system will be going out of the system and remain
constant over time. Mass neither created not destroyed. The equations of the mass conservation
is given by

Where suffix i is the co-ordinate system and t is the time.
For an incompressible flow, the density is constant with time. And the above equation is reduced
to

3.5.2 Momentum conservation
From the Newton’s second law, we can say that surface forces and body forces are equal to the
time rate of change of momentum. The Conservation of Momentum equation is given by
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Turbulence in most of the practical applications causes the irregularities in both the space and
time. Viscosity effect of the fluid is appeared to be more in the turbulent flows. These flows
contain high strengths of Vorticity, which increases the transportation of mass and mixing effects
of the fluid mass. To solve these turbulence effects there are many approaches. These methods
are characterized into number of divisions: Direct numerical Simulation method, Large Eddy
Simulations method, Reynolds Averaged Navier stokes methods and Hybrid methods. Reynolds
Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) method is also called as time averaged Navier stokes
equations. Method solves for the RANS equations to get mean velocity. The main purpose of this
method is to solve the velocity field that is affected due to the turbulence. Time averaging
includes more unknowns than the available equations. So, two additional equations are used to
solve the Navier stokes equations. The costs of computational are less compared to DNS and
LES.

A standard model equation of k-e model adds two equations of kinetic energy and turbulence
dissipation rate to the Navier stokes equations. These are given by
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The Conservation of Energy, (Temperature) equation is given by:
𝜌𝑐𝑣

3.6

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑈𝑖
+ 𝜌𝑐𝑣 ∙ 𝑈𝑖
= −𝑃
+𝑘
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑈𝑗
𝜕 𝜕𝑇
(
) − 𝜏𝑖𝑗
+ 𝑆𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝜕𝑥𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑖

Heat insulation

Heat insulation (also known as thermal insulation) is the reduction of heat transfer (the transfer
of thermal energy between objects having different temperature) between objects in thermal
contact or in range of radiative influence. Thermal insulation can be achieved with specially
engineered methods or processes, as well as with suitable object shapes and materials. (Bergman,
Lavine, Incropera & DeWitt, 2011).
Flow of heat is an inevitable consequence of contact between objects of differing temperature.
Thermal insulation provides a region of insulation in which thermal conduction is reduced
or thermal radiation is reflected rather than absorbed by the lower-temperature body.
The heat insulating capability of a material is related with the thermal conductivity (k) of the
material. Low thermal conductivity is equivalent to high insulating capability (R-value).
In thermal engineering, other important properties of insulating materials are product density
(ρ) and specific heat capacity (c).
Product density is the mass of a material per unit volume. In the Imperial system, density is
given as lb/ft3; in the SI system, it is given as kg/m3. For a fixed volume of material, greater
density will permit the storage of more heat.
Specific heat is a measure of the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of given mass
of material by 1º. In the Imperial system, this is expressed as Btu/lb ºF; in the SI system, it is
expressed as kJ/kg K. It takes less energy input to raise the temperature of a low-specific-heat
material than that of a high-specific-heat material. High specific heat requires a lot of energy to
change the temperature.
3.7

Design parameters

The main design parameters include the immersion hot water storage tank and immersion heater.

3.7.1 Hot water storage tank
A hot water storage tank (also thermal storage tank) is a water tank used for storing hot water for
space heating or domestic use.
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Water is a convenient heat storage medium because its specific heat capacity is high, which
means when compared to other substances it can store more heat per unit of weight. Water is
non-toxic and low cost.
A tank which is efficiently insulated (with the tank there came a 10 cm “soft foam isolation that
fulfills minimum insulation requirements with additional round of 16 cm aluminum coated glass
wool) can retain stored heat for a number of days, which reduces fuel costs. Hot water tanks may
have a built-in gas or oil burner system and electric immersion heaters. Some types use an
external heat exchanger such as a central heating system, or high temperature water from another
energy source. In the domestic context, the most commonly used is a fossil-fuel burner, electric
immersion elements, or a district heating scheme.
Water heaters for various uses like washing, laundry, or bathing have thermostat controls to
regulate the temperature, in the range of 40 to 60 °C which is connected to the domestic coldwater supply.
Where the local water supply contains of high contents of minerals such as limestone, heating the
water causes the minerals to precipitate in the tank known as scaling. Leaks may be developed in
the tank due to dissolved oxygen in the water which accelerates corrosion of both the walls of the
tank and fittings (World heritage encyclopedia, 2002)

Figure3.1. Hot water storage tank

3.7.2 Immersion heater or Heating element
An immersion heater has a heating element which produces heat due to electrical resistance
which in encased in a tube and directly placed in the water (or other fluid) which is to be heated.
The immersion heater may be placed in an insulated hot water tank. A temperature sensor inside
the tank triggers a thermostat to control the water temperature.
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Figure3.2. Immersion heater

Mainly there are two type’s immersion heaters:
•
•

Domestic immersion heaters.
Industrial immersion heaters.
.

•

Domestic immersion heaters

Usually domestic immersion heaters rated at 3 kW and on a 1.5-inch British Standard Pipe (BSP
is a family of technical standards for screw threads that has been adopted internationally for
interconnecting and sealing pipes and fittings by mating an external (male) thread with an
internal (female) thread) screw plug in the United kingdom, that run on the normal domestic
electricity supply, but users may also take advantage of a less expensive, off-peak electricity
charges such as Economy 7 (in the UK). In a typical off-peak installation, an upper heater is
connected to the normal circuit via its own switch and a lower immersion heater is connected to
the separately switched off-peak heating circuit. The customer then has the option to increase the
available hot water supply at any time, rather than waiting for the less expensive supply to turn
on (typically after midnight).
Tank less heaters and electric shower and also use a water immersion heater (naked or shielded)
that is turned on with the flow of water. A group of separate heaters can be switched in order to
offer different levels of heating. Tank less heaters and electric showers and usually use from 3 to
7.5 kW.
•

Industrial immersion heaters

Industrial immersion heaters can be either flanged or screwed. Flanged immersion heaters (used
in electric steam boilers) can be rated at up to 2000 kilowatts, or more which require a threephase supply. Screwed heaters, in the United kingdom on a 2.25" British Standard Pipe are
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usually only rated up to 24 kW, with 6 kW being considered the very top end that can be safely
placed on a single-phase supply.
Immersion heaters may heat water quickly which is very near to the heating element high
enough, which promote the formation of scale in hard water areas, such as calcium carbonate.
This accumulates on the heating element, and over time, as the heating element contracts and
expands through its heating cycle, the scale cracks off and falls to the bottom of the tank, filling
up the tank. This leads to reduce the tank's capacity and, where the immersion heater is
secondary to the heating of the water by a coil fed from a oil-fired or gas boiler, can reduce the
efficiency of the primary heating source by covering that other coil and in turn decreasing its
efficiency. Routine flushing-out of accumulated sediment can reduce this problem.
Such kind of problems can be avoided at the initial stage of designing, by increasing the amount
of hot element in the liquid, thus reducing the watts density. This reduces the temperature of the
surface of the heating element, reducing the buildup of limescale. Watts density should be
50 W/in2 (6.2/cm2) or below in the areas of hard water, but can safely be 60 W/in2 (9.3/cm2)
where hard water is not a problem.
3.8

Material selection

Selection of materials is an extremely important part of the project for a successful design. Using
right materials in a construction may lead to an elegant product design. There are many factors to
be taken into account, when applying a material choice method. Designer has to think about
things such as: material cost, production method of the material, and materials characteristics.
The knowledge of such can create a feeling and more value in the product.
Designer should be able to answer questions such as: whether the surface should be smooth or
rough? Should it be unshaded or it will be painted? Is it possible to manufacture the forms of the
product with chosen type of material and is it possible to make it in designated time and within a
budget (Österlin, 2010).
There are tools that can be used to be able to compare materials and choose the one that fits best
with generated product. The tool that is usually used in this context is an CES Edu Pack. The
CES platform consists of a database with an appropriate user interface and is stored with process
attributes. The database contains records, each describing the attributes of single process.
Selection charts can be created and selection boxes manipulated with great freedom (Granta
material intelligence).
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4

Results

In this chapter, the results of the work will be presented, with help of the information that was
given in “method” and “theory” chapters.
4.1

Criteria

The criteria for a new design of immersion heater can be seen below. The criteria consist of
customer requirements and engineering specifications. The customer requirements were
developed and weighted in collaboration with the owner at RELEK Production. The weighting
was executed with a 100 points method. Engineering specifications were developed from
customer requirements to get quantitative measurements of the customer requirements. QFD
matrix was deployed to evaluate the importance of the features for a new design. QFD is
presented in Appendix C.
Both development process and methods of the entire work was taken from Ullman “The
mechanical design process”.

Customer requirements
Requirement

Importance

Light weight

8

Low cost

14

Easy to assemble

10

User friendly

12

Compact

10

Environment friendly

10

Aesthetic

8

Safety

14

Life cycle

14
Table 4.1. Customer requirements for new immersion heater
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Requirement

Engineering specifications

Value

Unit

<2

Kg

Light weight

Mass of the immersion
heater

Low cost

Minimize the heater cost

<1500

SEK

Easy to assemble

Reduce number of parts

10

Quantity

User friendly

Buttons to on/off the heater
controller

1

Quantity

Buttons to control the
temperature

2

Quantity

LED display for
temperature readings

1

Quantity

Compact

Dimension: Insertion length,
radius of thread

387, 64

mm

Environment
friendly

Energy

≤1500

W

Aesthetic

Perfect design/shape

90

%

Safety

Flexible temperature control

1

Quantity

Insulation FR-4

1

Quantity

Corrosion

0

%

Total Guaranteed time

5

Year

Life cycle

Table 4.2. Engineering specifications for new immersion heater

4.2

Generation

To generate new ideas, a functional tree of the old design (immersion heater) was created to get
greater understanding of the functions and how exactly immersion heater works. Through a
brainstorming session, new possible ways were worked out to get new workable solutions for the
sub-functions. After this a morphological matrix was generated with all workable solutions from
brainstorming i.e. the solutions were combined and then weighted. Morphological matrix,
brainstorming solutions and generated concepts are presented in Appendix D and E.
4.3

Evaluation

In the evaluation phase, the final concepts were executed with a help of Pugh’s decision matrix.
Pugh’s decision matrix is shown in Appendix F. Functions from morphological matrix were
included to choose the final concepts, where some of the functions were combined to one
function. The evaluation was based on the results achieved from CFD simulation.
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4.4

Material selection

For material selection, CES Edupack software was used, to evaluate what type of insulation
material can be used to the new design of insulation (both plate and ring). CES Edupack found
more suitable insulation material in theory, which was epoxies of a special type (FR4-epoxies)
that was lower in price and had greater properties than cork (good thermal insulator), another
insulation material was a ceramic foam made. New material selection was decided to put on hold
and left for future work. Material evaluation graphs are shown in Appendix G.
4.5

Design for reliability (DFR)

Design for reliability was considered in this project through FMEA that stands for failure modes
and effects analysis. The method was proceeded to evaluate possible errors of the immersion
heater and what have to be done to fix them. The FMEA matrix is shown in Appendix H.
4.6

Design for manufacture (DFM)

DFM stands for Design for manufacture, and is used to evaluate the easiest and cheapest
manufacturing process for the parts of the machine. All components of the immersion heater
expect the insulation is manufactured using the process which is adopted before. In case the
insulation (FR4-epoxy), the manufacturing processabilty (castability, moldability and
machinability) is simpler and cheaper and can be easily manufactured.
4.7

Design for assembly (DFA)

Design for assembly was also taken in the consideration in this project and was one of the main
requirements in QFD matrix. In the new design, there is only one more part which is used to
insulate the part of coils in the heater head section where more heat leakage is found. There are
no fastening elements for the assembly of the insulation to cover the coils in the heater head so
that it makes the immersion heater very easy to assemble.
4.8

Design for environment (DFE)

Design for the Environment (DFE) was considered in this project which is a design approach to
reduce the overall human health and environmental impact of a product, process or service,
where impacts are considered across its life cycle. The improvement done in the immersion
heater in the form insulation will reduce overall energy consumption throughout the product's
life.
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4.9

CFD simulation of immersion heater

The CFD analyses are performed with ANSYS FLUENT v17.0.2 using implicit pressure
scheme. The fluid is water and assumed to be incompressible and viscous. Turbulence is
accounted for by utilizing K-epsilon turbulence models. The changes in pressure over domain are
minimal, and their effect on density is negligible. Hence, the incompressible ideal liquid density
formulation can be used, instead of the fully compressible ideal gas model.
4.9.1 Methodology
In order to carry out the simulation we need to create the model geometry and then do meshing
for the model. Once mesh is created we need to apply the specific boundary conditions and set
the convergence criteria for the analysis and finally results can be extracted in CFD post
processing. Figure 4.1 shows the flow diagram of the analysis.

Figure 4.1. Flow diagram for analysis

4.9.2 Assumptions and limitations
In most natural convection problems, the change of the density with the temperature drives the
flow. The changes in pressure over domain are minimal, and their effect on density is negligible.
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Hence, the incompressible ideal liquid density formulation can be used, instead of the fully
compressible ideal gas model.

4.9.3 Geometrical and analysis model
The geometric models were created using the software Autodesk Fusion 360. The solid model
was created by measuring the dimensions of the immersion heater which was provided by the
company RELEK production AB with the help measuring instruments like ruler and vernier
caliper.

Proper and effective modeling of geometry is essential for the accuracy of numerical simulations.
The geometry created must satisfy the accuracy of simulation analysis, should be simple to
permit simulation easily and contains sufficient computational volumes to achieve accurate
results.
In order to do CFD simulation, the models created using the software is given below:
•

The existing design of immersion heater

•

Immersion plate.

•

Immersion ring.

•

Water tank (60 L in volume and adiabatic)

Figure 4.2. CAD model of immersion heater (existing design)
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Figure 4.4. CAD model of ring

Figure 1.3. CAD model of insulation plate

Figure 4.5. CAD model of water tank

4.9.4 CFD surface and volume mesh
Refined computational grid is required between heater and water, upstream the structure and
surface mesh over the entire structure. Volume mesh consists of 12.5 million cells. The
computational time is dictated by number of cells and size of the cells near the surface interface.
CFD domain should be as small as possible to reduce the number of cells. All boundary
conditions except the loads are applied in the CAD-model.
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The CFD-model mesh is displayed in the figure 4.6 given below:

Figure 4.6. Volume mesh refinement

4.9.5 Fluid data
The fluid properties used in the analyses are shown in table below:

Phase

Density
, kg/m3

Viscosity
v, kg/m s

Water

1000

0.0016

Table 4.3. Fluid properties

The viscosity of water assumed to be constant and temperature independent (approximation).

4.9.6 Material data
The solid properties used in the analyses are shown in Table 4.4 and corresponding material are
shown in Figure 4.7.
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Material

Density

Specific
Heat Cp
(J/kg-K)

Thermal
Conductivity k
(W/m-K)

, kg/m3
Copper

8978

381

387.6

FR-4 epoxy

1250

1300

0.35

Aluminum
alloy

1900

795

Steel

8030

502.48

10
16.27

Table 4.4. Material properties

4.9.7 Loads and boundary conditions
The heat model involves the coupling of solid and fluid models. The solid model consists of a
copper alloy heating coil and the fluid model consists of water region with flowing water that
envelops the coil. A constant heat generation source of (1.7533e+08 W/m3) is specified for the
coil and the heat generated is made to dissipate away from its surface by water cooling.

The boundary conditions of the fluid domain are shown in Figure 4.7. The water tank is filled
with constant cold water at temperature of 18 C. It is adiabatic tank with electrical heater inside
at the center of the tank to keep warm water at constant temperature. Heat diffusion occurs inside
the fluid molecules and heat loss takes place through the walls of the tank.
G

Figure 4.7. Boundary conditions
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Boundary

Conditions

A, G

Inlet , Outlet

B, F

Wall (No Slip wall), Steel

C

Wall (No Slip wall), Aluminium alloy

D

Coupled Walls, Heat Source, Copper

E

Thermostat, Copper

Table 4.5. Boundary conditions

4.9.8 Load cases
The water tank is filled with constant cold water at temperature of 18 C and the ambient
temperature is assumed as same temperature of inlet water which is 18 C. The load case is
shown in Table 4.6. It is uninsulated tank with electrical heater inside at the center of the tank to
keep warm water at constant temperature. Heat diffusion occurs inside the tank and heat loss
takes place through the walls of the tank. A constant heat generation source of 12 kW is specified
for the coil and the generated heat dissipate away from its surface by water cooling and wall heat
conduction. Note, that the outlet temperature is CFD-calculated value.

Simulation

Case

1

Case 1,
No radiation
Case 1, with radiation
Case 2, with
radiation
Case 3, with
radiation

2
3
4

Mass Flow
(kg/s)
0.1

Total Heat
Source (W)
3x4000

Inlet T (K)
291

Outlet T (K)
CFD-Result
320

0.1
0.1

3x4000
3x4000

291
291

320.5
320.1

0.1

3x4000

291

320.0

Table 4.6. Boundary conditions

4.9.9 CFD results
The results from the analyses are presented in the following sections. The contours of average
temperature of fluid and solids for different cases are presented.
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4.9.9.1

Case 1 CFD results

The main goal of this simulation case was to present and understood different forms of heat
transfer which can be incorporated within a CFD simulation. Solving thermal conduction in solid
materials coupled to convection in the fluid, natural convection of heated water and thermal
radiation between surfaces.

Heat diffusion occurs inside the fluid molecules and heat loss takes place through the walls of the
tank. This case investigates on existing design of immersing heater. A constant heat generation
source of 12 kW is specified for the coil heater and generated heat dissipate away from its
surface both to connecting metals and water.

Figure 4.8. Average temperature of solid and fluid
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Figure 4.9. Average solid temperature

On the left-hand side in Figure 4.8 the average temperature of the fluid and metals is presented,
(model without radiation). On the right-hand side of the same figure the case with radiation is
presented. The bottom figure shows difference between these two cases. Differences are mostly
seen for metal parts and heater itself. The results in table below, shows heat losses for the metal
components at the top of heater.

Case # 1, No-insulation Ring
Coil nr. 1
Coil nr. 2
Coli nr. 3
Boiler walls
Heater thread

Heat Rate (W)
4030.5
4028.4
4004.87
5.66
471.6
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Comments

Component,
C

Good
conducting
material

Thermoelement and metal head

108.6

Component,
B
Good
conducting
material

Table 4.7. Total heat transfer

4.9.9.2

Case 2 CFD results

This analysis, investigates modified design of the immersing heater with an insulation plate. A
constant heat generation source of 12 kW was specified for the coil and generated heat dissipates
away from its surface by water heating. All conditions are kept the same as for the first and
average outlet temperature of 320 K, is obtained from CFD-simulation.
The convective heat transfer experienced by the heating coil is estimated and the steady-state
thermal analysis is obtained both for the coil metal and water.
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The results of the average temperatures are presented below. On the left-hand side in Figure 4.9
the average temperature of the fluid and metals are presented for the baseline design. On the
right-hand side, the simulation with insulation in the heater head. At the bottom of the same
figure, the difference between these two cases is shown. The main difference in temperature
seems to be at the top of the heater.

Figure 4.10. Average temperature of solid and fluid
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Figure 4.11. Average solid temperature
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To make a quantitative comparison of these two cases we used calculated heat losses of the metal
parts only at the top of heater. The case with the insulation at the top of heater is presented.

Case # 2. With Insulation
Coil nr. 1
Coil nr. 2
Coli nr. 3
Boiler walls
Insulation Ring

Heat Rate (W)
4003.2
3995.8
4005.6
5.66
67.6

Comments

Insulation
Good insulating
material

Heater thread

502.0

Component, C
Good
conducting
material

Thermostat and metal head

136.7

Component, B
Good
conducting
material

Table 4.8. Total heat transfer
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4.9.9.3

Case 3 CFD results

In the third CFD-simulation, we have used modified design with an insulation ring in the heater
head. A constant heat generation source of 12 kW was specified for the coils and outlet average
temperature is obtained as a CFD-result.

The simulated average temperatures are presented below. On the left-hand side in Figure 4.11 the
average temperature of the fluid and metals for the modified deign with ring insulation and on
the right-hand side, the simulation with insulation plate in the heater head. At the bottom of the
same figure, the difference between these two cases is shown. The main differences in
temperature seem to be at the top of the heater.

Figure 4.12. Average solid temperature (top view)
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Figure 4.13. Average solid temperature (Bottom view)

To make a quantitative comparison between these two modified designs we used calculated heat
losses at top of the heater, (metal parts only). The differences are most noticeable for the
insulation parts, (see Table 4.8 and 4.9).

Case # 3. With Insulation Ring
Coil nr. 1
Coil nr. 2
Coil nr. 3
Boiler walls
Insulation Ring

Heat Rate (W)
3975.4
3978.0
3970.0
5.66
19.3
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Comments

Good insulating
material

Heater thread

442.5

Component, C
Good conducting
material

Thermostat and metal head

182.9

Component, B
Good conducting
material

Table 4.9. Total heat transfer
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5

Conclusion

The main aim was to reduce the heat leakage from the immersion heater in order to reduce the
power consumption and for safe operating condition. The results are helpful in optimizing
immersion heater by introducing different improvements to optimize the design.
In this study, a model of immersion heater was made for heat dissipation of immersed heater into
surrounding water and metals connected to the heater and water tank
The results of three-dimensional steady state Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations
for existing and modified design of an immersion heater, during operation conditions are
presented. The effect of several different designs of the heater head with constant operating
conditions in water tank was analyzed both in quantitative and qualitative manner. Among three
different cases, case 2 with insulation plate is showing good result such that the heat loss through
the top section of heater is less when compared to existing design.
The results showed that an appropriately designed immersion heater and storage tank can
provide improved working conditions. The CFD simulations could be used as an effective tool to
optimize thermal storage tank parameters. The contribution of the heat transfer by radiation has
also been investigated because of the high temperature in the system.
From the results of CFD simulation, it can be concluded that:
•
•
•
5.1

The main heat loss (or heat leakage) was found in the top heater head of the immersion
heater.
Giving proper insulations in the gap inside the top side of heater head will reduce the heat
loss (through radiation).
The best scenario will be to sink the heating coils as much to the water in the tank as
possible.
Recommendations to the future activities

Instead of virtual analysis and simulation, a practical experimental setup can be arranged in order
to find the heat losses from different parts apart from CFD simulation by the means of
temperature finding instruments like pyrometer which can measure the temperature at different
points on the surface of the immersion heater.
In order to reduce heat loss, different materials can be tested for heat insulation having good
thermal resistance in future work.
The shape of the heating coil can be changed in future according to the application so that it will
increase the rate of heat transfer. Also different alignment of the heating coil inside the water
tank can be tested which is also an important parameter of heat exchange.
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6

Critical review

This thesis is done keeping in mind aspects like health, safety, environmental and social factors.
These factors are related directly to the design and material chosen. The ethical aspect is also
kept in mind as designer needs to work with honesty and work according to the state of law.
6.1

Environmental factor

Material chosen have different environmental factors so, choices of the material should be done
very carefully by keeping recycling factor as the thesis aim is to sustainable development of the
product. Mostly, carbon dioxide related problems contribute more to environmental issue hence,
its effects needs to be minimized with selecting the material.
6.2

Health and safety

As human safety is the predominant part of life hence, designers need to make decisions
critically to reduce risks related to health and safety aspects at the manufacturing stage. Thesis
aim is to reduce the heat loss which may leads to some accidents when someone come in contact
with the immersion heater, this aspect covers health and safety issues of the consumers.
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Appendix
Appendix A 2D sketches

Figure A1. Dimensions for Immersion heater
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Figure A2. Dimensions for water tank
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Figure A3. Dimensions for insulation
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Appendix B Gannt- Schedule

Table B1. Gannt-Schedule
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Appendix C QFD

Table C1. QFD matrix with all requirements and specifications for the project
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Appendix D Generation

Figure D1. Brainstorming
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Table D2. Morphological matrix
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Appendix E Generated concepts

CONCEPT A
Sub functions

Approach

Remarks

Types of coil

Single

Recommended

Temperature reading

LED

Recommended

Energy

Electrical

Recommended

Starting/stopping
mechanism

Single

Recommended

Heat insulation

Insulation plate

-

Coil insertion

Thread type

Recommended

Shape of coil

Square elliptical

Recommended

Number of coils

Triple coil

-

Temperature sensing

Thermostat

Recommended

Table E1. Concept A

CONCEPT B
Sub functions

Approach

Remarks

Types of coil

Single

Recommended

Temperature reading

Dial reading

Recommended

Energy

Solar

-

Starting/stopping
mechanism

Automatic

-

Heat insulation

Insulation ring

-

Coil insertion

Welding

-

Shape of coil

Square elliptical

Recommended

Number of coils

Triple

Recommended

Temperature sensing

Thermostat

Recommended

Table E2. Concept B
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CONCEPT C
Sub functions

Approach

Remarks

Types of coil

Single

Recommended

Temperature reading

LED

Recommended

Energy

Combined (Electrical/solar)

Starting/stopping
mechanism

Separate on/off switches

-

Heat insulation

Insulation ring

Coil insertion

Fastening

-

Shape of coil

Square elliptical

Recommended

Number of coils

Triple

Recommended

Temperature sensing

Thermostat

Recommended

Table E3. Concept C
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Appendix F Evaluation

Customer
requirements

Concept A

Concept B

Concept C

Weight

Light weight

+

0

0

8

Low cost

+

0

0

14

Easy to assemble

++

+

+

10

User friendly

+

0

+

12

Compact

+

+

+

10

Environmental
friendly

0

+

+

10

Aesthetics

0

0

0

8

Safety

+

+

+

14

Life cycle

+

0

0

14

1

3

2

Rank

Table F1. Pugh’s chart

The table shows the Pugh’s decision matrix for the variants of solutions for the functionality.
The variants of solutions with the most “+” is the winning functions, which is the green rows
in this case.
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Appendix G Material selection chart

Figure G1. Material choice of insulation, Thermal conductor or insulator vs. price

Figure G2. Material choice of insulation, Thermal conductivity vs. price
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Appendix H DFR

FMEA (Failure modes and effects analysis)
Product: Immersion heater
#

Function
affected

Potential failure
modes

Potential failure
effects

Potential causes
failures

Recommended
actions

1

Heating
process stops

Heat leakage due to
radiation (through
coil)

Overheating of
junction box (or
control box)

Sensors, LED
display and wiring
inside the control
box is damaged.

Giving proper
insulation on the top
of heater head

Heat leakage due to
radiation (through
coil)

Over power
consumption

High electricity cost

Using proper
material for the coil

2

Decrease in
rate heat
transfer from
coil to water
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